MY VISIT TO SOUTH AFRICA
By A. T. Voyce
I appreciate the honour in having the opportunity of writing these few sentences for this day of
days, in commemoration of our Jubilee Celebration. The Gloucester Football Club has done much in
the furtherance of Rugger. We like to think of ourselves, as we believe others do, as being one of the
main-stays of British Rugger, which, to my mind, is the greatest game in the world.
I have played a good many games for Gloucester, and also for England, but the proudest day of my
life will be to lead out my team for this, our Jubilee Match.
As you probably know, I had the wonderful privilege of touring with the British side in South
Africa, and I am sure I gained much experience and knowledge, not only about Football, but also
business facilities out there. This, combined with the grandeur of the scenery, the wonderful
mountains, and the limitless extent of Veld, combined with coming into personal contact with gold,
diamonds, ostriches and orange groves, not to mention locusts, monkeys, and numerous wild animals,
is indeed an experience that will live in my memory for ever.
At De Beers’ Diamond Mines, at Kimberley, we saw thousands of diamonds, and when one realises
this enormous firm controls the diamond market of the world, it will give you an idea of what Messrs.
De Beers were so kind to show and explain to us during our most pleasant visit to Kimberley. One

realises that this town of Boer War fame exists to-day purely on a luxury, and I am sure if some of the
ladies could realise what preparations, difficulties, organisations and hardships were necessary to
obtain their jewels out of Mother Earth, they would, if possible, appreciate them the more.
We were entertained right well, with the usual hospitality, at Oudshoom, the ostrich district, and it
might be interesting to note that ostriches can run at nearly 40 miles per hour, (I heard some people
say 60), and often one sees them racing the trains. We were assured that the clipping of the feathers
entails no pain to the ostriches, and consequently “wearers” need have no scruples.
Ostriches are very dangerous birds, as we had cause to know on one occasion, having endeavoured
to obtain a close-up photograph of the champion bird, and personally having to take a flying dive over
a wire fence, closely followed by Ian Smith and Jamie Clinch. We were somewhat interested to learn
afterwards that our pursuer had been the means of death to three men during its short life, namely 6
years, and congratulated ourselves on our escape to tell the tale.
The best feathers are from birds 5 years old, and although they live much longer, a deterioration is
noticeable as each year passes.
The average cattle farms vary from 6,000 to 16,000 acres, and as we were taken over many of these
for shooting and general inspection, we were given a good opportunity to make comparisons with
ours. Sugar, in Natal, seemed to be the chief farm product, combined with bananas and pineapples,
consequently monkeys, especially in this district, were often seen in swarms, notably in the sugar
fields.
The climate is wonderful, and although we were there in Winter, the sun shone brilliantly each day,
and it was much too hot for football. Water and locusts, we found, to be the South African farmers’
chief troubles, and although they have many more, in sympathy with their brothers across the water,
we were amazed to find the expenditure Government, County Councils and farmers deemed necessary
to erect dams and irrigation systems.
Whether we met South Africans or Britishers, we were honoured guests, in every sense of the word,
and no effort or hospitality was spared to entertain us, and show how really welcome we were.
Mayoral luncheons, banquets and entertainments we were privileged to take part in, on numerous
occasions. All shops were closed on Match days, wherever we were playing. Schools, offices and
work received a holiday, showing, undoubtedly, that we, as Britishers, were indeed welcome.
Our Rugger in South Africa was hard work, but the foregoing will explain our consolations. We
realised, and appreciated, the fact that we were representing Britain, and Rugger is a fit man’s game.
Therefore, from the time we sailed from England on board the Edinburgh Castle, we did physical
training twice each day, and in South Africa, each day, when we were not in trains, we ran and had
practice games. So we played right through, keeping fit and keyed up for our hard task. The grounds
would be a revelation to you, as they were to us. Hard, virgin soil, some newly ploughed, but a few
hours of the sun, and they were hard once more. Red earth, hard, but clouds of dust, especially in the
scrums, almost everywhere. Consequently, it was impossible for the spectator to discover whether
“these winging forwards” were pushing their weight. Nevertheless, although the rugger was fast and
keen, all teams endeavouring to play the open game, we met sportsmen, and the British side left South
Africa, having cemented the bonds of friendship with South Africa, which, I am certain, will last for
ever; and I express the hope that our tour will be the means of closer uniting the interests of our two
nations, not only in our Rugby activities, but in all walks of life, and should we have fulfilled this
desire, surely we may write success after the B. S. A. T. South African tour.

England has celebrated her Rugby Centenary; Gloucester her Jubilee. Many teams have played this
great amateur game through these years, each and every one realising that the game is the thing,
whether you win or lose. All are friends at Rugby Football; let us keep the spirit of the game before
us. Hard knocks are given, and likewise taken, with a smile, and off the field, all forgotten and pals
right through the piece. So come along, the youths of 19 and 20, and take advantage of a game that is
a “man’s game”.

